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                THE RETURN OF THE ANCESTORS 

                 (THE END OF MARCH)  

Mrijeti ti ćeš kada počneš sâm  

 U ideale svoje sumnjati. 

 [Thou wilt die when you yourself begin 

Doubting your own ideals] 

  S.S. Kranjčević 

 

Our dead return. We must meet them 

With short fir branches, light the lanterns. 

The fire is lighted: Grampa, Granma  

Ride a cow, ride a bull 

Please come by this light, take a drink with us.  

 

Our dead ask: What have you done of our work,  

How continued our lives? Why are the dams collapsing, 

Who lives in the big house ruling the hill? What  

Interests extort blood in peacetime, brothers killing  

Brothers? Do you have too many sons to feed?  

 

Our dead do not bless us. Their stare is of stone.  

The branches grow brown. The lanterns gutter.  

The fire is damped. Granma, Grampa  

Ride a bull, ride a cow  

Please go back by this light, have pity on us.  

 

O sons, O grandchildren, look how fat you are, 

Look how hard your women must work, where's  

Your powerful sisterhood & brotherhood? Pay  

Your ingent debts, to us, to yourselves, flow  

Over the banks: unclog your veins, have pity  

On us, on yourselves.  

                                          31389 

 

 

           THOSE WERE THE DAYS  

Those were the days my friend 

 We thot they'd never end. 

      1960s' song 

  -- Für Inge: die barg --  

 



It was a very blue-eyed day, the longest sun  

Trembling upon your Circassian dancer silhouette, the traitorous  

Twitches of your small mouth, the childishly upcurved  

Eyelashes, a joker turning up justly  

As i was dead like iron in the chilled chains. 

 

& then the time & the room: between the door & our corner  

Knees grew soft, Spring sprung up, a long  

Summer beginning, a face that effaces past wrongs,  

Damals, Inge,  

                       a safeness, this city of ten thousand  

Sunrises ago, sealed & delivered,  

 

My separate peace after forty years finally, O Karl, O Bert!  

At the nadir of his & her story, fort-da, we were tempted  

By stripping ourselves into an almost full truth, as  

Lust startled us out of breath but the observation went on  

& the sun had set up abode  

 

In those elegant legs, the blue-eyed unblinking hyperbole  

From instep to hip. Leb wohl, let us live on well:  

To outwit the declining sun.  

                                          Erlangen, 266-19789 

 

 

 

           LESSONS, AT AN ANNIVERSARY  

                                       From I.  

                    1.  

 

The groaning is not a moaning but a long murmuring  

Deep from the center beyond pleasure, a contentment,  

A contract with the long ago vegetable, mineral,  

Neurovegetative life, a plasmatic aggregate state  

Beyond liquefaction & laughing gas, a reunion  

Of the members  

                 dreamy & utterly aware.  

 

                    2.  

 

The stillness is not a laziness but the stance  



Of dancer with low gravity center: firmly implanted  

Near to the stolidly resistent ground, moving in time 

With the poor people's needs, unremaindered stone.  

 

                    3.  

 

The eyes are intensely limpid but not deep, the pupil  

Won't open upon secret revelations.  

All that is there is piercingly there in them.  

Overt the wide rhizome webwork, fine brown precisions  

In a shining, sharply rounded off field.  

 

                    4.  

 

She pierced the need. She accepted. Undoubting, she acted.  

The daimon draped a new skin around her mobile mouth.  

What we acted out drove off stage the enthusiastic banalities,  

Prestidigitators of the Sixties' fiery rabbit: we entered  

Tendon, gristle, bone. The still eyes, small mouth  

Were cues that called for the Maenad dancers  

                            to rehearse the ongoing dream.  

 

                    5.  

 

A samurai sword  

cuts the useless member off,  

merciless. Even  

what hurts me i can admire:  

its swift clean stroke, fore & aft.  

 

The lock of Kairos  

held for a while, here & then;  

wise now, we look  

 

at ourselves, touching.  

                            276-20789  

 

 

       HERE-WORDS, NOT-HERE  THINGS 

           (IN NEANDER VALLEY) 

 



I'm wrong in having a bony ridge under my lips, in not touching  

The ground with my forearms, but most of all  

In using the sounds for things when things are not  

There to be pointed at. Indeed: i indicate  

That things could or should be there, that  

The red deer is present in the gnawing of my stomach,  

The big cat's curved claws in the marks on my forearm,  

The brook in my dry mouth and my mate  

Inside my pressure-gripped loins. The spell-caller said to me,  

Only what is here now can be named, he was  

Quite scandalized, i thot he'll kill me for sure. But i see  

Now what i saw before the dark, or even what  

I feel i wish to see after the coming dark, so i answered,  

You do know the darkness now here  

Will grow grey & then white, why can't i then know  

Another darkness & another light will also come  

And bring its own deer we can redly eat, its own  

Flowing sweet waters or rolling salt waters, the sabre-toothed  

Terrible tiger we all scout the bushes against, and perhaps  

My mate again, the one who also stands upright,  

Has a ridge jutting out i call jaw, and groups  

Sounds in words for what is not here, the tender  

Plants that go so well with deer-meat, the tough  

Saplings out of which she fashions her bow: O i know,  

I just thot of a new word for such not-here words,  

For here-words of not-here things, they send a thin film  

Off their surface into my far-off eye, diminished shapes  

Of themselves across the sweet runs and salty rolls,  

Thru many lights and darks, and even  

When i sleep the thin films make little figures  

Under my eyelids, i'll call them:  

            Images.  

                                                20689  

 

 

           AT  THE  FERRY  A  BOAT 

            (JAPANESE PROVERBS) 

 

At the ferry, a boat: first i, suspended  

From the overhead rope, making the neck long  

In expectation  



                  then you, on journey  

Companion, in the world a kindness  

                                            hallali,  

Hulloah, a rare hope granted at the heart's request:  

Our minds honed keener in the shade of the same tree,  

 

Sights converging in the flow of same stream.  

The scarlet flower broke out  

In one blue-green day, the purple-&-white intimacy  

Sent out secure rootstock after a thousand days. Optimally  

Differing people  

                  the bell-curve ringing happy alarums up  

Beyond too much, too little   

                             reach out to touch  

 

One another's desire: oddly, while we grow  

So water won't leak between us, i still see you  

Returning one grain a thousand-fold, & your sudden  

Angry brow clears lovely & quick. At the end, we begin  

To learn   

           sweat dripping off us    

                                  how it is to be  

In train companions, in bed strong kindness, in work  

 

Helpers:  

              at the ferry two boats, crossing to & fro  

Over waters we don't fathom, the rope perilously tautened  

Between the minds' crags, just upstream of the heartwashed  

Rapids that spill & foam over the signally different  

Tectonic levels of civil tongues we keep  

                                          being brainwashed into:  

 

Yet still crossing, crossing to & fro.  

                                           13-20789 

 

 

      BLUE BLUE YOUR EYES   

 

Blue blue your eyes  

sad sad my thots  

while i'm not with you  



does your mouth twitch?  

 

Red red the maples  

busy my thoughts  

since i'm far away  

why don't you phone?  

 

Green green your belt-stone  

new blossoms will bud  

one week of not seeing you  

is three years long.  

                     19789 

 

 

      28 HAIKU REWRITES ON JAPANESE THEMES  

 

From Hitomaro  

1.                                     2. 

I went to pick                       Mist over lake 

Springtime greens                lasts until dawn  

         but the snow                          memory 

fell on and on                       a little longer 

 

3.                                     4. 

Wet clothes on salt girl:            From the miror's depths 

how cool, how warm                 a strange oldster looks out 

                to cling              stopping me short 

that close when wanted 

 

5.                                     6. 

Sword-leaves of grass rustle        Obstacles spring up  

in empty mountains                     like Summer weeds  

               i summon                              she and i  

her who is not here                      sleep like two spoons  

 

Kintsune   

7.          8.  

Your black hair turned white          Flowers whirl off 

your heart stayed knotted                in the wind      

                          i'm now                 what swirls away  

too late to loosen it.                      is myself.  



 

Lady Kasa 

9.                                     10. 

The surf surges                         My swordpoint was laid  

against the coast                      against my flesh  

                   steadily:                            this dream means  

i love and vail thus                   i remember you 

 

Izumi                                              Dôgen 

11.                                    12. 

I come from, i leave                    The true Word is not  

into the dark                        bound to one great man:  

                 my one light                                           it is  

the recurring Moon                      all that is the case. 

 

13.                                    14. 

Dewdrop on a leaf.                     In this mountain trough  

O Fall winds on the field            the cold keeps biting:  

wait awhile!                                                   far off  

                                      faint trills signal Spring.  

 

Kanesuke                                  Kiyosuke 

15.                                    16. 

I see the river                      I'm so unhappy  

flooding the land.                right now  

               Where is she?                     i might remember  

What is this longing?               this time with yearning  

 

 Empress Eifuku                        Teika  

17.                                   18.  

Starting to get up                   I knew when we met  

late at night,                           we'll have to part--  

   our thighs touched:                    i shut out  

dawn caught us in bed                the thought, shared myself.  

 

Yoshifusa                            Anon. (Kokinshû) 

19.                                   20.  

Flower surge                         Deep the Grand Canyon  

returns                                  still deeper the illusions 

           i rage at my age.             between the lovers 

Unfair, this brief life.  



 

Anon. (Manyôshû)                   Anon. (Manyôshû)  

21.                                    22.  

I loathe the twin tides              On Pillow Hill, from  

reason and feeling                    Spring to Fall i'd like to sleep  

                i love                with you:  

the firm isle of bliss                              may i please?  

 

Anon.                                     Mibu no Tadamine  

23.                                    24.  

The greater our love                        They muttered about us  

the shorter our time:                        before dawn  

                        this last                            before i knew  

night it's the other way round.        i had begun to love  

 

Lady Sakanoue                        Anon.  

25.                                    26.  

Don't grin a parte                   Full Moon, peaceful night.  

like a cat that lapped up cream     I hear my heart beating loud  

people will guess our love          like a booming bell  

 

Yôzei                               Issa 

27.                                    28.  

Down high ridges roars                    At dusk of livelong  

the river:                                day, a bell sounds:  

            issues, lovely,                               will i be  

in a deep, still lake                      able to heed it?  

                                             8-1189 

 

 

               FUTILITY  

       (AN ALMOST-TANKA ON R.We.) 

 

To write out your views  

fully, in fifteen fat volumes,  

so that fifty years later  

they may be found laughable:  

what's the flippin' use?  

                          4889 

 

 



           SOUNDINGS  

 

Her bracelets tinkled  

earrings trembled   bedsprings squeaked on:  

at the end we gasped.  

                           9889  

 

 

          HAIKU FOR T.  

 

Raven hair, white threads,  

eastern eyes, western face,  

clearest heartbreak.  

                          9889  

  

 

Your glad outcry, deep sob of content= 

Ment at our unforeseen encounter:  

I remember it better than what went  

Into a month of habitual cohabitation.  

                           9889  

 

 

                COGNITIVE   ESTRANGEMENT 

                (IN ANCIENT CHINESE STYLE)  

I shall not cease from mental strife 

Nor shall the sword sleep in my hand 

Til we have built Jerusalem  

In England's green & pleasant land.  

      W. Blake  

 

I have forgotten the day, which yet was, when  

For love of understanding & holding forth what i understood  

I got estranged from my native grounds,  

Jerusalem shifting from here into then.  

 

Like a cricket chirping in the park pavilion  

I used to dispute with my countrymen:  

Now i'm a cicada who shed his skin  

To continue thinking his life aloud.  

When sorrow wings down i flee to formal words  



Or fly for Europe, calling a blessed woman friend.  

Centuries elapse quicker than we may follow, worries  

Are commendable but not often useful, we saw.  

 

Perhaps our species is the gods' belly laugh  

In a cosmic offal-bin, & my writing about beauties  

 

& learned elders only wrenches my heart. Nichtsdestotrotz -- 

& yet to worship the King of Emptiness is not enough:  

 

Even as entropy breaks my bones & rainbows my veins 

To say "This is absurd," quickens life.  

                                                31889 

 

 

LIGHT OF NIGHT 

 

I am the night-light,  

night-long helper along of  

your love's sweetnesses.  

Whatever you two desire,  

you may do: i shall not tell.  

                          191089  

 

 

           YOU  MARK  MARTIAL: TWO POEMS 

Da lacrimas tumulo, qui legis ista, meo 

 

It's no good to defer the pleasures that -- don't you see --  

The political suns shall soon divest you of: only  

What you've had in you, on you, touching you,  

 

Can never be taken away from you, as long as 

There is a you. Deferent years & unremitting  

Cares await you, O dearest, the restless joys  

 

Briefly touch down & do not arrest their flight  

Ever: grab hold of them, nobody looks out too keenly  

For joys, hug them as tight as is proper (too tight  

 

Strangles them), with both hands, soon enough  



They flow thru your fingers. As often as  

You can, lurching thru blizzards of daily worries,  

 

Avoid -- believe me -- to say "Next morning", the sun  

May find you bloodlessly staring up the ceiling.  

Who then will know what you've lived? Very  

 

Few, very little: ripple passes, sea  

Heaves on; but you know it today, as &  

If you live, old infant, with the friendly shades  

Growing longer every day's night.  

 

  ***  

 

Good are some verses, bad others, alas so-so most  

In this book, my friend. There's no other book to be had.  

                                           211089 

 

 

      NON SUM QUALIS ERAM 

 

Did i love you, Shosh? I remember, i did,  

But i don't, now i love Akiko: once you were  

Best, now she's best among women. O tempora! time  

Suspend your flight: what she is, you can't be,  

What you were, she couldn't be. Yet what you were,  

You were; what she is, she is; & you too, Cynara,  

Stabbed me deeply, i do remember.   

                             2111089  

 

 

       KÖLN,  AM  DOM 

     (NICHTSDESTOTROTZ) 

Und das Versäumte geht um, gross wie die Schemen der Zukunft. 

         Paul Celan     

 --For Michael Hulse-- 

 

Minding time, the software  

Won't quite work, letters fail  

In stranger land. The Noh recorder wails,  

Neigh the Houyhnhnhms of night.  



 

We still hold what should,  

Only  

No sweet maidens sing  

What holds. Notwithstanding  

 

We have almost lived, between Here & Not-Yet-There  

On the rapids of Sometimes, in a  

Dream-fast canoe,  

At the rosy teats of time.  

 

Let me understand: first  

Things last,  

No finger-post is finally lost. Yet O you  

Stifling castrato-high spires,  

 

Blinding light  

               dieselling down  

                               solidified  

                                          space  

 

Of not working cathedrals  

Subwayed out beneath Einerlei rock;  

& O you vanishing beds  

Of the electric trains we didn't track.  

                                221089 

 

 

            THE  HOLIDAY  PARTNERS 

 

I knew in my time two women. They were both inextricably bound to places far away. 

 

One woman came and spent a holiday with me. Then she went to counsel with herself, & said: i'm 

not for holidays only. She had been wronged earlier on, she had spent two decades in a dead end, 

& she was eager to spend her time right, express her self. I had to agree she was right. I regretted 

it. I read the poetry translations she sometimes sends me. They are good translations.  

 

Another woman asked to consider for one night. Having gone to counsel with herself, she then 

opened her loins & generous mind.  She said nothing further but found time, chose places, so we 

met for months or weeks in holidays. We wrote three things together (the third is signed by my 

name only), i saw a new country because of her, she saw a new continent because of me.  

 



One i could have loved. The other i loved, many years: & saw her on holidays.  

1089  

P.S.: For nine years. Then she moved on.  

I had to agree she was right. I mourned fiercely. 

And I wrote this “Song for a Friend, Departing”: 

 

The clouds are dark, ha,  

                    they drive before the wind  

Silent the waters, ah,  

                    green algae sway thick  

 

No regrets are due, ha, 

                    what has passed was good 

It's not good it's past, ah,  

                    no regrets avail 

 

Many-layered mountains, ha,  

                    resolve into one cloud  

Trees shimmer & dim, ah,  

                    humid air sweats  

 

Bow-hand grasps no bow, ha,  

                    steed-hand holds no reins  

North & South confused, ah,  

                    our times confound us  

 

Brief the happy instant, ha,  

                    our three cities in common  

The zebra-striped bed, ah,  

                    imaged words our offspring  

 

You sink on the horizon (ha, ah) 

                    deep are the waters 

Where your warm voice was  

                    now is loud silence  

Where your curved body  

                    indifferent space  

Thinking of you (ah, ha)  

                    i'm sad & glad  

 

& tigers lift bloodied muzzles  



                    howling to end reincarnation  

Ah-ha, ha-ah!  

                                                25190 

                                              

 

      ADAPTING  SAIGYÔ 

Utsutsu o mo/ utsutsu to sara ni/ oboeneba/ yume o mo yume to/ nanika omowan -- Saigyô 

 

     That reality  

     is bounded by reality  

     seems dubious  

     why should it then be assumed  

     that dreams are bounded by dreams?  

                                                  61189  

 

 

           O  KARL II 

 

     1. Le bon usage 

 

O Karl, best ladder 

i climb to reach my beloved:  

once in her lap, on 

the high plateau of delight, 

i won't need you, old ladder.  

 

     2. And Yet 

 

O Karl, best raft-builder 

for love of the other shore 

your half-built raft needs 

more planks from us, but we can't 

get by without you, good raft.  

                          

     3. And So 

 

The dark mind  

is turned off by the Word  

or turned by the Word  

 

The lit mind  



is turned on by the Word  

& turns the Word 

 

Like a dolphin  

looping the turntable waves  

Like an oyster, contained in  

& containing the sea.  

                              788-1189 

 

 

    ROCK, PAPER, SCISSORS 

         Ich weiss nicht was soll's… (Heine) 

 

This ancient sadness:  

Long duration is my bane.  

Injustice Rock's sure  

To crumble too slow, tissues  

Break down first: abhorrèd shears!  

                               271189 

 

 

     ON NENA'S PORTRAIT BY MILJENKO STANČIĆ  

 

I had you painted when we were young:  

Now we're growing old together amid paper  

& Carolus the painter is long dead.  

 

Yet new acquaintances will still see  

How fine were your tapering fingers, how black  

Your rich hair, & what shimmers of light he saw  

 

In the folds of the yellow silk blouse.  

                                          24190  

 

 

 YOU HAD IT EASIER (I THINK), WANG WEI 

 

Grey slush along the potholed streets  

Where are the shining snows of schuss yesteryear?  

A crisp crust of roasted pig to regale the expected guest  

Cartloads of books in my semi-insured rented apartment.  



 

Five pig-iron empires have fallen since last Spring  

Even the birds are wired to babble on the metropolitan screens.  

It's sad that the final whitening of my beard  

Must coincide with this muddy fin de siècle.  

 

Lone teacher-learner, i return to sit in my wall-to-wall study,  

Still striving after a right bearing, riding the stationary cycle:  

& evening is falling, & i'll be alone  

Balancing along the weeds of my weighing words  

 

Calmly gazing onto the oncoming emptiness,  

& my students will have to see, as they go  

Thru this unclear Winter, can Spring be far behind.  

                                                  25190  

 

 

  11TH READING IN SCIENCE: ASTHMA OF THE IMAGINATION 

                      (ELEGIAC LAMENT) 

 

     1. Her Asthma Attack 

O we're timed out of breath my poor darling, capitalism  

Has cut short our delight, abhorrèd calamity, more fear=  

Some than hurricane and eclipse: one blade of its cosmic shears  

Scoops out your tender lung, t'other brings the communal cataclysm 

 

Of keeping the labouring people content to cease= 

Lessly cough up to make the rich richer, the Oppressors-That-Be  

More oppressive so their minomata outflows may perversely  

Dirty the air you breathe so you cannot breathe.  

 

Tearing away chunks of the rare precious days  

As you love to do with round bread, we'll never, clasp=  

Ing our handbooks, go to Hirochima, never see hand in hand  

Where the manmade hurricane, the twister, snatched away  

The oxygen of the ignorant subjects who gasped 

At Ground Zero. It staggers me: can i understand?  

 

     2. Selective Blindness: Ground Zero 

What staggers me still is the devouring blind spot  

In the laughing dimension-switchers, the anti-= 



Fascists -- Opie, Fermi, well even Einstein - 

 

- Seeing so well the dance of the little fragments,  

Never dreaming of the fragmented people, the smothered  

Imagination, depraved bias of commodity,  

 

Never seeing the nerve-gas insidious hollowing  

People out, the cold fire eating away in the rotted grin  

Of general Groves, & behind him the gangster  

 

Statesmen & killer jobbers. O the irresponsible non-citizens,  

Children believing they had a long enough spoon to sup  

With the devil throttling all as he's throttled,  

 

Thwarting you now to grow love layer upon sensate layer,  

To inspire, catch your breath, obstructing  

Our emerald erotic expiration.  

 

      3. Sartre on "l'Imaginaire" 

Love expands as the cube of presence,  

Prick & swelling cunt & tenderness, unmurderous nuclear fusion,  

Renewing itself by oral caress, vibration of eardrums by tongue,  

Of the skin's touch buds, immersed into blessed one-celled life:  

The best of the eucaryotes' & procaryotes' worlds. When she  

Absents herself i yet call my feelings love, i deny  

 

Her absence, i talk myself into believing  

I love in the same way as when she is present. Il  

N'en est rien: that doesn't work, even if i know  

She has such-&-such qualities, if i trust her, & for example  

Write her long letters, at odd hours try  

 

The hollowly ringing, rrr-ringing,   

Trunk phone lines  

To tell her something of what happens to happen  

To me. Of course i'd do for her as much  

As if she were here, my nostalgia & melancholy  

Are real, even Jean-Paul wd admit that. But that itself 

Is a diving bell donned in her airless absence: i talk  

But find no response, the gesture that i begin  

Falls flat, the anaerobic air from my glottis  



Expires as if in falsetto, it all acquires an air  

Of "intolerable inutility". My love is stifled  

In the evacuated sphere, it can no longer grow, it's  

 

How far i had managed to know you, end-stopped,  

No warm oxygenated blood gives it ongoing metabolic life.  

 

     4. Descent into Passion 

Poe heard the chime of Nevermore, i hear Useless  

From Jean-Paul. This is the negative of love,  

A white-on-black still, white as  

My chest-pain nights on the black of your Nipponic hair.  

 

Our tenderness is no longer buoyed by a response,  

No response supplies the caught-breath unforeseeability  

Of palpable rich love, l'amour-action turns into mere 

Amour-passion. In this privy passion  

 

I only think i love, i only feel it  

All alone, i do not touch you, i do not hear you 

Breathing peaceably, emerged from painful wheezing heaves,  

Beside me. I write verse.  

 

      5. Lectio  

Death to the oxygen & lung destroyers! 

The stock-dealer stops us encuntering the enlightenment  

 

Rare, so rare anyway: difficult as for the blind turtle  

(A whole life long desperately paddling the endless ocean) 

To meet up with a plank with a gap in the middle  

Exactly wide enough so the deprived turtle  

Can stick its neck into it & bask in the warming sun.  

 

To sink this plank, to divide communion, to neuter  

The inductive current playfully spiralling back & forth  

Between erectile touch buds & brain synapses, to wall them  

Off & obstruct the eager course of red blood, is the Sin  

Of Immediate Damnation: be they damned to all six hells 

For our murdered sex too, my dearest: only annihilation,  

The lightning that strikes them, can enlighten these 

 



Death dealers, children burners, women chokers,  

Sentimental suppressors of sense, of  

Bodily love.  

                                                    788-390 

[PRINTER: LINE 12 "Hirochima" & LINE 73 "encuntering" AS SPELLED!]  

 

 

           EUROPA, 1989/90 

 

O beautiful above all others, past or present,  

Corinna, Lesbia, Cynthia, Shush, O kami & Muse 

Whose sweet love whilom warmed my double bed,  

Now you open moist thighs to any full wallet:  

O heartbreak, be less beauteous or more choosy.  

                                              390-902 

 

 

  FALL PASTORAL (ET IN ARCADIA EGO) 

 

This was a very Octoberish reddening landscape  

With yellow & mauve leaves all over 

 

In which the unicorn befriended a very white-skinned girl  

With prodigal tresses that overflowed all over  

 

White cottages           light paths            fleecy clouds  

Flung bright nets all over the leaf-covered lawns  

Shepherdesses in see-thru raincoats glided by  

Sprinkling scatterbrained smiles all over 

 

Bewitched rulers peeped out of otter and beaver-skin  

Behind the brook's bend, all over 

 

Far off, mighty fairies rushed behind wheels of Cadillacs  

All over the speeding milk-glass roads  

 

In a forlorn glade buried under tanned leaves there dwelt  

A greying magician everywhere famous  

 

For whom the clouds gathered cool vapours  

That dripped off the stiffening branches everywhere 



 

To whom shepherdesses waved from nearby hillsides  

Wherever he pensive strolled, in dresses  

 

Red & yellow, & bashful green shepherds  

Everywhere sang hymns of loud praise  

 

 

& he was dead like the chain & the sword.  

                                      61-90 

 

 

      FROM THE ANALECTS OF POST-MODERNISM  

He composed the poem, grieving over the 

darkness in people's hearts/minds.  

 Ippen Shônin Goroku 

 

          1.  

 

Slime trail of sluggish  

History: end of a time  

As i end my time.  

 

2. (Thinking of Mikhail Mikhailovich sensei) 

                                                To JM Holquist  

 

Glued in slime trail of  

Slug-like history: end of  

An age, the unredeemed  

Globe plays back a re-entry 

Into monotone ice-age.  

                            41190 

  

          3.  

 

Tilted playing-field:  

My squad's forced to take time out  

As my time runs out.  

                      111190 

 

          4. 



 

Past Master long gone 

Future Master not yet come  

Nightmare in between:  

Looking steadfast before &  

After is now life.  

                     258-111190  

 

 

         COMPUTING CHARACTERS 

       (CELAN & DANTE, AGAIN, 1990) 

 

The poet  

In you  

Lies there closely  

Offset boldface echolalic  

Typically Mediterranean  

 

The italics' vast desire  

Eyes the measure  

Of mass headline-haunting murder:  

All our shameless photocopy dyings  

All your shameful copyright living  

Dusty  

 

Ashen apples, Rose of Sharon  

Toothsome skulls in Katyn Forest  

(Turning forests into print-black lies)  

Catacombs, dry cataracts  

 

O roman friends  

Columned  

Characters on heads  

Laser-light, anesthesized,  

Disjoined bytes, no-entry countries  

Viewless fireworks, silent springing  

 

Lighting up your lined, close-captioned  

(Tal che uno fascista di Croazia)  

Hard-disk-eyed  

               close-mouthed 



                             crashing 

Monitor face.  

                                   28-301190  

 

 

READING LADY SAKANOUE 

 

When you say, i'll come  

Many times you will not come  

Now you say, i won't come  

Why should i expect you to come  

When you say you will not come 

                             1290 

 

 

           COMMUNICATIONS  OF  TRANSPORT  

     (FURTHER LESSONS IN BUDDHIST CYBERMARXISM)  

It is proper for a lover of 

knowledge to be full of wonder.  

        Plato, Theaetetus 

 

          1. YES-- 

 

go & catch an electron: learn a new lexeme!  

Akiko the untamed taught me about fax facs:  

They are  not faculties, of recognition or of Engineering  

Not even of Philosophy, no facts monadic here but  

Maybe Music, quick connection between people  

 

-- If the owners choose to be present  

If the reliable owners turn on --  

 

Facilitating energy flows in particles,  

Arrived at by Aristotelian separation of bytes, corrected  

By a practice of contradictory unification, 

 

It can be a voice conduit & turn into writing,  

A Way of instantaneous telecommunication  

A machine for feedback & contact  

A source of delight, new knowledge, superior faculty  

 



-- If she choose to be present  

If the reliable receiver turn on --  

 

Extension of senses, soft humanities lived as hardware in/output 

Copyright breaker, patent overcomer  

Making it similar, matching us in understandings  

Illuminating darkly our seeing, developed thru warmth,  

Paperweight inducer of transport,  

Caress made up of signs 

 

That transindividual relay, the FAX machine  

 

-- When Akiko chose to be present  

When the practical everyday machine didn't turn out 

Impractical for arranging boxed-in lives,  

When the senders were reliably turned on.  

 

 

           2. YET-- 

 

no foolproof faculty & greedproof Way is to be found in our corner of the cosmos  

Copyright laws may be counterproductively clamped on fax transmission  

In this Age of Decaying Law it is fettered to finances  

Encrypted as instant profit: GIGO, garbage in garbage out.  

 

Gigabits of interested garbage swoop down the vortex of profit-raking,  

Profit-losing markets: if Toyota this year has to be same but better than Toyota last year  

There are no Others, only the eternal quantum increase of the same;  

What Sources of Right Knowledge can resist the fever of stock-market  

 

Speculation, the drug of jam tomorrow if guns today?  

What Personality Elements Propitious to Salvation may resist moulding by this averse power?  

To exist in the third of globe glutted by the glue of plenty, inhaling its   

Fumes, is just to be differently degraded  

 

Wielding much higher energy flows, hundreds of horse-powers, to be   

More dangerously miserable: Nature's calumniated canine remains unconvicted,  

Classified man & massified woman are a lupus to each other & wolves;  

Parents cannot comprehend cruising children & youth despises anchored eld  

 

Samsāra prevails, the small market entrepreneur spellbound by private profit spurns  



No-Soul-Doctrine, the ground on which is set the ladder of Enlightenment:  

At a time of FAX-&-modem-nets this monotheistic Lord He, male-only gendered, disregarding sex, 

holds to linear mono-causality;  

For this Father patriarch, the Mother, our Mater matter doesn't contribute substance to the Being  

       That Arises;  

 

& so He/I rules: soulful he can't cope with a cosmos of evanescent elements that flow co-existing in 

co-dependent causing,  

& prakrti eternal matter carries a ray-bending effectuation, yes, 

In fact the poetical retribution of history as just karma, but  

Not for us mayfly individuals (the Hinayana heresy, individualism infiltrates the Enlightenment),  

 

Solely as far-off salvation for all & everything together,  

The global Greater Vehicle that alas Kali-like grinds our skulls  

Blindly dancing over destruction & rebirth.  

Capitalism draws its profit from drowning us in its corroded air & corrupt water,  

 

From terrorized body-snatched humans beyond aid, fit for AIDS, &  

If we humans do not break its oxygen-destroying missile mysteries, we shall impurely stifle with it.  

These accounts are simpler than the futures market of Chicago:  

Profit or propitiation, eco-socialism or savagery, distributive eros or loveless carnage, say 

Marukushi & the Mahayana.  

 

The samskāra synergies & cooperators composing us must sweep thru samsara  

Or we shall all airless perish, encased in Lord's Love condoms,  

 

When ozone rolls over the sudsy oceans.  

 

          3. SO-- 

 

i proclaim to you one & all the tenets of the post-industrial yogin  

The three teachable truths of Those Being Enlightened:  

 

    THE THREE TEACHABLE TRUTHS  

 

1. As Dharmakrti truly observed, the Cosmic Body is beyond our time space & experience; 

thus we cannot think or speak out anything definite abt it, no metaphysics will be able to 

either assert or deny even its existence, much less its goal. Prakrti is there, & ontology is 

immaterial; wherever you are, there (& then) you are, en situation:  

The fleeting-dew world          

A fleeting-dew world indeed  

And yet all we may have 



 

Autumn wind                     

In its whistle there wavers  

The mountain-shadow                  

 

2. Epistemology is to the point, but only practically. How do you fly? Do you use the 

parachute? 

Tho of all your hopes  

The sweetest is Nirvana  

O snail slither on                   

Slowly slowly up the slope           

Of wondrous World Mountain.                    

 

Far-off peaks fragment               

Feeding eye facettes & fed:          

Dragonfly flies straight             

 

3. When (& where) i have to do it, & you can do it, & it helps more than it hurts, let's do it:  

 

THE ENLIGHTENED TREATS A POISON ARROW 

 

You ask: What is the reason i was hit by the arrow? 

Was it fated or was i accidentally in its way? Are there 

Higher powers that guide the arrow's flight? Is the universe 

Finite & eternal, so that everything has already happened, 

 

And i have been lying shot already a million times? 

Or is it infinite & contingent?  

                                  Permit me to observe 

We have no time for such questions now. Whether the universe 

Is finite or infinite, in any case you are here, 

 

Lying on the jungle floor, poison seeping into you 

And your life-blood seeping into the ground. So we must 

Quickly find a healer to pull out the arrow & begin 

Counteracting the poison, to save your life, & also 

 

Identify the evil-doer & break his bow, so that all of us 

Will not get bushwhacked & killed off for good. 

After we are all safe, you may ask again 

 



               (In the next kalpa).  

 

& this is today the Law of Mahā-karunā, love of the lively,  

This facing the Friendly, Compassionate & Joyful Facts 

-- Faxes for Salvation -- 

This the Detachment for, of & from all 

 

O Akiko-san, O dreaming poet, the World.  

 

Glossary 

samsāra = ordinary life, degraded & miserable; No-soul Doctrine or No-soul Knowledge (anātma-

vāda): there's no fixed individuality or Soul; prakrti = eternal primordial matter; karma = moral 

causation & retribution; samskāra = synergies or co-occurring energy flows which make up all 

entities (their arrest is Quiescence, nirvāna); Lord's Love = condom brand in Germany.  

                                                      1290-1194 

 

    

     NEWS OF A DEATH  

 

A friend less to grasp  

By hand,  

         a friend more, vague-faced,  

In the brain's grey zone.  

                           17191 

 

 

RETURN FROM TOKYO 

 

Beard greyer, not yet  

In grave, a month of red days;  

Winter airport, war.  

                         17191 

 

 

ICHIGO ICHIE 

 

Finally, i see:  

To write this line,  

                love this one,  

As if last, not latest.  

                        17191 

 



 

          KINUGINU 

 

Tangled clothing picked up  

From the floor, we have to leave  

Our separate ways;  

Disentangling, in profile,  

How elegant she looked! 

                          24191  

NOTE: Kinuginu (Jap.) - plural of "kinu", clothing, bedspreads, means usually the aftermath of a 

tryst in bed 

  

 

ENCRYPTION is what  

You do so well when you dis= 

Appear, encysted  

Darkling dear: enduring  

Low ache in my limbic lobe 

                          2491  

 

 

     TWO GOODBYE HAIKU 

 

Waving, then turning    

Away:                                

          your back glimpsed last          

At airbus barrier      

   

Things spoken turn lips               

Cold,  

           also things unspoken;  

Winter sleet.                                 

   17191 

 

  

     TWO HAIKU ON HATSUMI-SAMA 

 

Make-up taken off  

Only my pyjama-top on  

Her white skin glistened 

 



As we woke up  

Sleepy, we were still willing:  

Time whirled away.  

                      17191 

 

 

O skylark, your song  

Is heard in many hamlets-- 

No less sweet your voice.  

                     19491  

 

 

It's not yet plain to  

The naked eye  

                Spring is here;  

But O the wind's whistle! 

                     20491 

 

 

The moonlight's clear glint  

On the small pool in the palm  

Of my hollowed hand,  

Was it there or not?  

                     Brief glimpse,  

The life given to me.   

                      20491 

 

Rotting willow stump  

By the roadside, 

                  blossom time,  

Bitter yearning time.  

                      20491 

 

 

Has this world always  

In olden times been so sad,  

Or is it saddening  

Now that i too am becoming  

One out of the olden times?  

                     25491  

 



     

 TERMINUS  

 

A great liner 

Rocks out at rusty anchor 

Its wave-born life;  

I am at last wearing down  

Meeting a daughter of Man.  

   28491  

 

 

        READING  RAINER  KIRSCH 

 

My friend is gone, tough & tender to me.  

Rooted in her own city, for months on end she 

Would not write, but when i came held me close,  

Touching, torso & cunt & lips warm, breast-tips nose 

& feet cold in the double bed. She never spoke 

Of loving. She went outside to cough her smoke.  

She was to our offspring words and sights  

Inseminator, or nurturer. According to her lights  

 

She never betrayed me, just opened a pitiless hall  

Of mirrors showing my flattered to death scared  

Prudence; just settled for no less than all,  

More than i had. Today, i see: A foreigner  

Again, in another foreign land, pig without clover.  

And i think: Everything is over.  

         Berlin 17-18791  

 

 

 


